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GOALS 
 
• Here is a goal bullet. This text is formatted with the List Paragraph,Objectives paragraph style. 
• Another bullet. 
 
   

DESCRIPTIVE HEADER FOR THIS PORTION OF RESEARCH 

Source Comments 

Citation. 

Research Analysis 1: 

 

Identify the birth, marriage, and death dates 
and places of Silvester/Silvadima Pereira, who 
was born about 1880-1885 and lived in 
Valiathura, Trivandrum, Kerala, India. We 
believe he died in about 1925.  

 

Citation. Discussion and analysis of source. 

Citation. 

Research Analysis 2: 

Analysis of source. Research for source started 
from day 14/2/2023, first visited the 
Valiathura rural area in search of resource in 
old St. Antony’s church waited for 3 hour to 
meet church father to know about resource 
and when we met Parish Priest asked him for 
assisting regarding the source he gave the 
information that they have maintained the 
records from 1920 onwards the earlier 
records are burnt due to fire accident. There 
our research team got death records of 
naming Silvadima/Silvester we have attached 
the maintained copy of church records. This 
much info has been collected in day 1. 

Research Analysis 3: Analysis of source on day: 2 (15/2/2023) 
Research team visited the 
THIRUVANANTHAPURAM CORPORATION 
OFFICE, and had the conversation with 
registration officer and he led our team to data 
entry operator, He said that they have 
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maintained the records from 1900th century 
and to get the information from government 
we required to provide accurate date, month, 
year and parents name of the 
silvester/silvadima. There our request got 
rejected due to improper data of source. 

Research Analysis : 4 Analysis of source on day: 3 

Our research team started their journey on 
16/2/2023 by again visiting corporation office 
to take help from office staff by his guidance 
our team moved to Muttathara, 
Thiruvananthapuram village office and 
submitted the request letter but there also 
request has been rejected because they have 
not maintained any old records because at 
that time everything was under the ruling of 
British administration. Due to these reason 
our team did not get any information 
regarding the Source. 

  

  

At the end of a section, include any needed analysis and summary to pull the section together 
and provide a conclusion. If required, key images could be used here. Add any necessary analysis 
after the image. 

 

Be sure to include a transition to the next section of research, if organizing the analysis table step 
by step. 

DESCRIPTIVE HEADER FOR THIS PORTION OF RESEARCH 

Source Comments 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1AlFPC
GJhwxShGrC2Ck-P-gLHKZwlYnjr?usp=sharing 

Silvster/silvadima death record copy. 

  

  

  

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1AlFPCGJhwxShGrC2Ck-P-gLHKZwlYnjr?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1AlFPCGJhwxShGrC2Ck-P-gLHKZwlYnjr?usp=sharing
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Continue with section headers as you would a bolded section header in a report. A separate 
section for an overall conclusion of the research isn’t required. Instead, your conclusions have 
been mini conclusions throughout the history, while the summary report is basically the 
conclusion. 
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